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] [ -a 1 ] [ -s 1 ] [ -c 1 ] [ -s 1. and so, in concert with rail alphabet 2, the spaceagency team were designing a new pictorial identity for british
rail. the work was produced in several scales, with the large-scale pictures going through several incarnations before final approval, and the
accompanying typographic identities, including the logos and lettering, being developed separately. these are the foundations for the rail

alphabet 2 but, inevitably, the final design includes refinements and enhancements of the space agency pictograms. what emerges from this
process is the simple yet effective imagery of the typefaces spaceagency used: the red-orange blossoms of the jasmine, the white and yellow
daisies, the red poppies, or pink wild roses that abound throughout the british countryside. this simple, uncluttered set of pictograms makes a
strong and unifying statement, as does the rail alphabet 2. both rail alphabet 2 and rail alphabet 2 together are creating a visual service and

identity that sets out the story of the railway passenger in a powerful and effective way, while the new pictograms created by spaceagency are
not only attractive but also helpfully clear the route for passengers where it is applicable. together, the new rail alphabet and new

spaceagency pictograms create a strong identity for the railways and a powerful branding tool for wayfinding and station signage. 5ec8ef588b
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